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                      Foreword by the Director-General for Finance, Didier KLETHI Dear Member, The Directorate-General for Finance wishes to guide Members in the best possible way in mobilising and using all the resources, in particular of a financial nature, made available to them by the European Parliament, in the exercise of their mandate. Since those resources originate from the general budget of the European Union, a number of rules have been enacted by the legislator to regulate their use. As Members are ultimately responsible for the parts of the EU budget they use, we wanted to bring together some information and good practices in a short guide. This guide is intended to provide Members with an overview of the applicable rules and principles, as well as the main risks to be avoided. It does not replace careful reading of the original texts setting out those rules and principles. Please do not hesitate to contact the responsible services with any questions you may have about the rules: we are at your disposal and we will be very happy to answer you. The AIM of this guide is twofold: firstly, to remind you, as a Member AUTHOR: Compliance Monitoring Unit, in collaboration with the of the European Parliament, of the range of economic and social       other competent services, in particular the Directorate for Members’ benefits aimed at facilitating the exercise of your mandate; and,     Financial and Social Entitlements, DG Finance. secondly, to explain the risks of non-compliance with the rules, which could constitute financial irregularity or fraud1. Table of Contents Foreword                                                                                                                               2 Your Financial and Social Entitlements                                                                                                 3 The Financial Controls over Compliance                                                                                                 4 The Costs of Non-Compliance                                                                                                            5 Do’s and Don’ts to Remain Compliant                                                                                                    6 Endnotes                                                                                                                               8 2
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                      Your Financial and Social Entitlements The Statute for Members2 (the ‘Statute‘) establishes the             a general expenditure allowance (‘GEA’)9 in the form of a fundamental principles for Members’ financial and social             lump-sum to cover expenses which arise in the course of your entitlements. The Implementing Measures for the Members’             parliamentary activities (such as office maintenance and running Statute (‘IMMS‘), adopted by the Bureau, supplement and 3 costs, inter alia rent and related charges, the cost of purchasing specify the Statute, laying down the concrete arrangements           or renting office equipment and supplies or representational for its implementation.                                              activities) and which are not already covered by other allowances. For enhanced transparency, you may choose to document your The purpose of those entitlements is to enable you to                use of the GEA and request that this information be published exercise your mandate with freedom and independence.                 on your personal online page on Parliament’s website ; if you     10 The salary, in particular, was established to safeguard your         have not used the full amount of the GEA, you may return unused independence and can therefore be used for private purposes          amounts to a dedicated account ;      11 only: ‘any agreement on the use of salary for other than private purposes shall be null and void’4.                           the reimbursement of professional training costs for language and IT courses ;     12 In addition to the salary, and under the conditions laid down in the Statute and the IMMS, you are also entitled to: Except for the salary, the amounts defrayed the reimbursement of travel expenses when travelling to 5 on the basis of the above list must be reserved and from Parliament’s places of work and in connection with                         exclusively for the funding of activities linked other duty travel;                                                      to the exercise of a Member’s mandate and may not be used to cover personal expenses or to fund grants the reimbursement of subsistence expenses6 in a place of                or donations of a political nature (Article 62(1) IMMS). work or at a meeting venue, or to attend Parliament’s official activities; the reimbursement of two-thirds of medical expenses incurred the defrayal of expenses related to parliamentary assistance ,     7 as a result of sickness, pregnancy or the birth of a child , by       13 which are actually incurred and arise wholly and exclusively         you and your spouse or stable non-marital partner, and your from the employment of one or more accredited parliamentary          dependent children, under specific conditions; assistants, local assistants or trainees, or from the use of service providers; those expenses may be defrayed only if they are           payment by Parliament of two-thirds of the insurance related to parliamentary assistance which is necessary and           premium for the risks connected to the exercise of the directly linked to the exercise of your mandate, and are covered     mandate14, in relation to accidents15 as well as to loss and by the exhaustive list of defrayable expenses ;       8 theft . 16 Monthly financial entitlements for Members* * Figures applicable on 1 January 2020. Gross salary               €8 933                                ** The figure includes the amounts paid as distance and duration allowances and represents Travel expenses **         €3 590 the average amount paid to a Member in 2019. Subsistance allowance ***         €3 440                                         *** The figure represents the average amount paid to a Member in 2019. Parliamentary assistance allowance                                          €25 442       **** Tuition and registration fees for IT training General expenditure allowance           €4 563                                       are reimbursable up to a maximum annual amount of EUR 1 500. IT training **** €125                                                ***** Tuition and registration fees for language training are reimbursable up to a maximum Language training *****    €417 annual amount of EUR 5 000. 3
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                      The Financial Controls over Compliance All these benefits are funded from the general budget of the European Union (EU budget) and, as such, require compliance                You may therefore be requested at any time with the Financial Regulation17, as provided for in Article 61             to provide information and documents that IMMS. The Financial Regulation establishes several principles              allow Parliament’s competent services to verify for the use of funds, including the principle of sound financial whether any amount that you have received has actually management. That principle entails the ‘implementation of        been deployed in accordance with the relevant rules .  19 the budget in accordance with the principles of economy,         You bear the burden of proof of compliance . If you 20 efficiency and effectiveness’:                                   are not able to prove your compliance with relevant and admissible evidence, you will bear the relevant financial consequences. This has been confirmed by the case-law Economy               Efficiency         Effectiveness     of the Court of Justice of the European Union, which has ruled that ‘it is for the Member requesting defrayal Adequacy in         Best relationship      Achievement terms of quantity     between resources         of pursued     of the parliamentary assistance expenses incurred to and quality of the       employed and           objectives     prove both the reality of the work carried out by the entitlements         results achieved                       parliamentary assistant and the link between that work and the exercise of the mandate of the Member’ .  21 The Financial Regulation also requires that authorising          In your own interest, we would recommend that you officers, i.e. the staff primarily responsible for the correct   keep the relevant documents and archive electronic use of European public money, put controls in place to           originals or copies for an indefinite period, as ensure compliance with the requirements of legality and          the different actors involved in performing ex post regularity18. Those controls may happen before authorising       verifications of compliance (in particular, OLAF or the expenditure (ex ante) or after (ex post).                    national authorities) might take time to conclude such verifications of compliance and often any applicable limitation period starts to run from the acquisition of Ex ante              Reimbursement             Ex post       knowledge of the fact .    22 controls                or defrayal           controls Therefore, with regard to the financial entitlements provided for in the Statute and the IMMS, the reimbursement or the defrayal of an expense, after a basic ex ante control, does not prevent the services from carrying out more detailed ex post controls to verify legality and regularity and, where necessary, from putting in place procedures to suspend payments and/or recover amounts unduly paid. Under certain circumstances, the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) may also be involved. 4
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                      The Costs of Non-Compliance Non-compliance with the rules can result in a financial          OLAF, in accordance with the principle of ‘zero tolerance irregularity or in fraud.                                        for fraud’, will analyse the information transmitted and may decide to issue, inter alia, a financial and/or a ‘disciplinary’ recommendation to be implemented by the European A financial irregularity is an act which does not comply     Parliament, in terms of amounts to be recovered from Members with EU rules and which has a potentially negative           and sanctions to be applied. impact on EU financial interests . Where the irregularity 23 is deliberate and intended for personal gain or to cause     Criminal proceedings at national level, possibly a loss to another party, it constitutes fraud . 24 via the EPPO In addition, an irregularity or fraud may result in proceedings Financial irregularity or fraud may result in one of more of     against Members before the competent national criminal the following:                                                   authorities, which may open a criminal investigation that could result in a trial and, in the event of conviction, in criminal Internal financial administrative procedure                      penalties under national law, including imprisonment. Where there are reasonable grounds to believe that a financial   By the end of 2020, the European Public Prosecutor’s Office irregularity or a fraud involving an undue payment may           (EPPO) is expected to become operational. It may be involved have taken place, Parliament may order the suspension            in investigating, prosecuting and trying crimes against the of the payment of all or part of the allowance concerned25       EU budget, such as fraud. and order the recovery of any undue payment . In both 26 cases, Members will have a prior right to be heard in order      Reputational damage to allow them to effectively make their views known before a decision is taken.                                             Finally, please be aware that financial irregularities and fraud may have serious consequences on your political career, OLAF financial administrative investigation                      mainly in terms of reputational damage, and may result in the application of a sanction pursuant to the ‘Code of Conduct OLAF is the EU body mandated to detect, investigate and stop     for Members of the European Parliament with respect to fraud having an impact on the EU budget. OLAF may, either        financial interests and conflicts of interest28’. ex officio or upon the receipt of information from Parliament 27 or any whistle‑blower, open investigations into alleged illegal activities affecting the financial interests of the EU. 5
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                      Do’s and Don’ts to Remain Compliant As regards compliance, the following do’s and don’ts provide useful guidelines for making the right choice: Salary             L DO declare to DG PRES via your declaration of             K DON’T enter into agreements in relation to financial interest any additional income and             your salary for other than private purposes29. to DG FINS any salary received for exercising a mandate in another parliament. Parliamentary      L DO make use of your accredited parliamentary              K DON’T use the parliamentary assistance assistance              assistants, local assistants and service providers       allowance to cover personal expenses or to only for work which is necessary and directly            fund grants or donations of a political nature linked to the exercise of your mandate,                  or to directly or indirectly finance contracts L DO check the exhaustive ‘List of parliamentary              concluded with political organisations (e.g. assistance expenses that may be defrayed’                foundations, movements or parliamentary before requesting a defrayal,                            political groups), L DO keep sufficient and verifiable written                 K DON’T hire a local assistant or make use of evidence (preferably in electronic form) of the          a service provider if they are your spouse or work performed by your assistants related to             stable partner, parent, brother, sister or child, or your mandate,                                            if they share with you an economic interest or L DO remember that you are ultimately                         any other interest which gives rise to, or could responsible with your paying agent for ensuring          give rise to, a conflict of interests, that the contracts you entered into with your          K DON’T throw away or delete documents proving local assistants and service providers comply            the activity performed by your assistants, as the with EU and national law,                                parliamentary services could require you to L DO remember to submit your applications for                 present them at any time in the context of ex defrayal of parliamentary assistance expenses in         post controls, accordance with the applicable deadlines (within       K DON’T allow your assistants to engage in any 30 days of the delivery of the work or service for       outside activities which may interfere with the local assistants and invoices of service providers ;30 performance of their duties or run counter to prior to the signing of the contract for new contracts   the financial interests of the EU, with service providers ; one month before the start 31 K DON’T submit documents as proof of work in an date of the traineeship for trainees32),                 ex post control if they are irrelevant, inter alia if: L DO declare all outside activities in which your             (a) they were not produced during the relevant local assistants intend to engage, including             period; (b) the assistant or service provider is unpaid activities,                                       not clearly identifiable as the author of the L DO make sure that your paying agent respects                documents submitted or has not contributed the regularisation of accounts for advances paid         significantly to the work shown in the document and submits the necessary documents in due               submitted; and (c) there is no link with the time (no later than 31 March of the following            exercise of your mandate as a Member. year or within three months of the end of your mandate or of the date of termination of your contract with your paying agent)33, L DO keep the original documents, if you submit electronic documents, until 31 December of the following year34. 6
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                      Travel               L DO keep the e-tickets and boarding pass of            K DON’T forget to inform the parliamentary expenses                 your flights, as well as the original tickets of       services of your new place of residence if you your journeys by train and by boat: it might           change it, be necessary to submit them for an ex post          K DON’T apply for the reimbursement of travel check even after the travel expenses have been         expenses incurred by your assistants or persons reimbursed,                                            other than you, even if you have travelled with L DO make sure that you are paying the real price          those persons, of the ticket charged by the airline when you       K DON’T apply for the reimbursement of travel travel by air, excluding any possible hidden           expenses when they are not linked to the surcharges by travel agents,                           exercise of your mandate, or when the activities L DO get proof of your journeys by car (e.g. ticket        are linked to travel for any type of elections, for coffee or fuel ticket at the service station or    for European parties or their foundations, for toll payment) if you travel between Brussels and       national parties, or for European political groups, Strasbourg or if the distance exceeds 800 km35,        including their national delegations, L DO take odometer readings when you travel             K DON’T forget to submit documents for the by car,                                                reimbursement of travel and subsistence L DO keep the original receipts when you travel            expenses no later than 31 October of the year by taxi.                                               following that in which the journey concerned started36. General              L DO check the ‘List of expenses which may be           K DON’T use the GEA for personal expenses or to Expenditure              defrayed under the GEA’ for guidance,                  fund grants or donations of a political nature Allowance            L DO remember that Parliament can pay the GEA              or to cover expenses not directly related to (GEA)                    only to an account to which it does not transfer       the exercise of your mandate or covered by any other funds37,                                     another allowance, unless that other allowance L DO remember that you may pay back to                     is exhausted, Parliament the part of the GEA that you did         K DON’T forget that you may choose to document not use, or request the payment of a reduced           your use of the GEA and to have that information monthly allowance if you estimate your                 published on your personal online page on expenses to be less than the provided amount.          Parliament’s website38. Finally, DON’T hesitate to contact the MEPs’ Portal or the responsible service in the event of doubt: it is better to proceed correctly from the beginning than to have to make modifications later on (and, possibly, be subject to recovery of undue paid money). 7
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                      Endnotes 1.  Benefits for former Members are not covered by this guide. Besides           19. See Article 16(b) of the Bureau Decision of 10 December 2018 on the the text of the applicable rules, other easily accessible information can         internal rules on the implementation of Parliament’s budget. be found on DG FINS intranet (https://finsnet.in.ep.europa.eu/home/          20. For allowances provided as a lump sum, in particular the GEA, administrative menu/our-competences/services-for-members.html) and in the booklet                checks as to their proper use will be made only where there is substantially ‘FAQs on Members’ Financial and Social Entitlements’ (https://epintranet.         justified and documented evidence of abuse or in the course of an in.ep.europa.eu/files/live/sites/epintranet/files/human-resources/                investigation by OLAF or national authorities. meps-portal/faq-financial-social-meps/fins-meps-portal-faq_en.pdf ).         21. Order of the Court of Justice of 21 March 2019, Gollnisch v Parliament, 2.  Decision of the European Parliament of 28 September 2005 adopting                 Case C‑330/18 P, EU:C:2019:240, paragraph 97 (courtesy translation). the Statute for Members of the European Parliament (2005/684/EC,             22. See Judgment of the General Court of 18 May 2017, Panzeri v Parliament, Euratom) (OJ L 262, 7.10.2005, p. 1).                                             Case T-166/16, EU:T:2017:347, paragraph 34 (courtesy translation): ‘the 3.  Bureau Decision of 19 May and 9 July 2008 concerning implementing                 reasonableness of a time limit cannot be examined by reference to a measures for the Statute for Members of the European Parliament                   precise maximum limit, determined in an abstract manner’. (OJ C 159, 13.7.2009, p. 1), as amended.                                     23. See Article 1(2) of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95 of 4.  Article 2 and Article 9(1) and (3) of the Statute.                                18 December 1995 on the protection of the European Communities 5.  Article 20(2) of the Statute and Articles 10 and 19 IMMS.                         financial interests (OJ L 312, 23.12.1995, p. 1). 6.  Article 24(1) IMMS.                                                          24. See Article 3 of Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and 7.  Article 21(1) and (2) of the Statute and Article 33(1) and (2) IMMS.              of the Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the Union’s 8.  Article 34(7) IMMS and list of parliamentary expenses that are defrayed,          financial interests by means of criminal law (OJ L 198, 28.7.2017, p. 29) endorsed by the Bureau on 5 July 2010, as amended.                                (the ‘PIF Directive’). 9.  Article 20(3) of the Statute and Article 25 IMMS. See also Bureau Decision   25. Article 67 IMMS. of 2 July 2018 adopting the list of expenses which may be defrayed           26. Article 68 IMMS. from the General Expenditure Allowance (‘GEA’).                              27. Article 8 of Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 883/2013 of the European 10. Rule 11(4) of the Rules of Procedure.                                             Parliament and of the Council of 11 September 2013 concerning 11. https://epintranet.in.ep.europa.eu/home/browse-as/human-resources/                investigations conducted by the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) and salary-allowances-mep/general-expenditure-allowance.html                          repealing Regulation (EC) No 1073/1999 of the European Parliament 12. Rules on language and computer courses for Members, Bureau Decision               and of the Council and Council Regulation (Euratom) No 1074/1999 of 4 May 2009, as amended.                                                        (OJ L 248, 18.9.2013, p. 1) (the ‘OLAF Regulation’). 13. Articles 18(1) of the Statute and 3(1) IMMS.                                 28. Published as Annex I to the Rules of Procedure. 14. Articles 19 of the Statute and 7(1) and (2) IMMS.                            29. Article 9(3) of the Statute. 15. Article 8 IMMS.                                                              30. Article 33(3) IMMS. 16. Article 9 IMMS.                                                              31. Article 41(1) IMMS. 17.  Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 of the European Parliament and of        32. Article 7 of the Rules concerning Members’ trainees - Bureau Decision the Council of 18 July 2018 on the financial rules applicable to the general      of 10 December 2018. budget of the Union, amending Regulations (EU) No 1296/2013, (EU)            33. Article 39 IMMS. No 1301/2013, (EU) No 1303/2013, (EU) No 1304/2013, (EU) 1309/2013,          34. Article 72a IMMS. (EU) No 1316/2013, (EU) No 223/2014, (EU) No 283/2014, and Decision          35. Article 13(2) IMMS. No 541/2014/EU and repealing Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012            36. Article 65(4), point (a), IMMS. (OJ L 193, 30.7.2018, p. 1).                                                 37. Bureau Decision of 2 July 2018, point 5.1. 18. Article 74(1) of the Financial Regulation.                                   38. Such a request may be introduced via the ePortal (https://pome.in.ep. europa.eu/pome-eportal/). Directorate-General for Finance                                                  September 2020 DISCLAIMER and COPYRIGHT: The purpose of this short                              For further information, please contact the MEPs’ Portal: guide is to raise Members’ awareness of the need for                             meps.portal@ep.europa.eu, Tel. +32 2 28 44422 compliance. It has no legal value and does not replace the                       Intranet: finsnet.in.ep.europa.eu applicable legal texts. © European Union, 2020. 8
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